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CHAPTER V 

    CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

The conclusions of this study can be drawn as follow: 

1. There are 8 from 16 Tenor configurations realized in Setya Novanto’s 

utterances in the conversation related to Freeport issue, they are :  

 [Formal/Equal/Frequent/+Affect] with 1 frequency 

[Formal/Equal/Frequent/-Affect]   with 21   frequencies 

[Formal/Equal/Infrequent/-Affect] with 2 frequencies 

[Formal/Unequal/Frequent/-Affect] with 2 frequencies 

[Formal/Unequal/Infrequent/-Affect] with 1 frequency  

[Informal/Equal/Frequent/+Affect] with 3 frequencies 

[Informal/Equal/Frequent/-Affect] with 67 frequencies       

[Informal/Unequal/Frequent/-Affect] with 1 frequency 

2. The Tenor configurations of  Setya Novanto imply language deviation 

toward Indonesia President by uttering inappropriate personal pronoun 

and dubbing him an epithet. In term of linguistic features uttered, he 

uses ellipsis, figurative meanings, and borrowing words in this 

Freeport issue conversation because in fact, he had close relationship 
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3. with his interlocutors. Thus it does not become a matter to him uses 

those terminologies. The common language style used by him is casual 

one because he oftentimes attaches laughter expression and interjection 

into his utterances.  

4. The most frequent Tenor configuration used by Setya Novanto is 

[Informal/Equal/Frequent/-Affect] because he commonly talks about 

his experiences with some important people in Indonesia and relates it 

to his next plan persuading Indonesia President to expand the contract 

expansion of Freeport Company in Indonesia.  

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusions above, the suggestions can be stated as follow:  

1. To reveal the involvement of participants in a discourse, it is suggested 

for the analyst to analyze the Tenor configurations realized in it. 

2. Before analyzing Tenor configurations in a discourse, it is suggested 

for the analyst to know the field of the context discussed. 

3. For one(s) who want to conduct the similar analysis, it is suggested 

that the analyst should have had a good comprehension about Systemic 

Functional Language (SFL) before conducting it because the findings 

later are related with the use of linguistic units.   

 


